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Abstract

Empathetic conversation generation intends to endow the open-domain conversation model with
the capability for understanding, interpreting, and expressing emotion. Humans express not only
their emotional state but also the stimulus that caused the emotion, i.e., emotion cause, dur-
ing a conversation. Most existing approaches focus on emotion modeling, emotion recogni-
tion and prediction, and emotion fusion generation, ignoring the critical aspect of the emotion
cause, which results in generating responses with irrelevant content. Emotion cause can help the
model understand the user’s emotion and make the generated responses more content-relevant.
However, using the emotion cause to enhance empathetic conversation generation is challenging.
Firstly, the model needs to accurately identify the emotion cause without large-scale labeled data.
Second, the model needs to effectively integrate the emotion cause into the generation process.
To this end, we present an emotion cause extractor using a semi-supervised training method and
an empathetic conversation generator using a biased self-attention mechanism to overcome these
two issues. Experimental results indicate that our proposed emotion cause extractor improves
recall scores markedly compared to the baselines, and the proposed empathetic conversation
generator has superior performance and improves the content-relevance of generated responses.

1 Introduction

Open-domain conversation generation has made remarkable progress over recent years, relying on deep
learning and neural networks (Serban et al., 2016; Wolf et al., 2019; Zhou et al., 2020; Huang et al.,
2020). However, previous works primarily centre around improving the linguistic quality of the gen-
erated responses, such as grammatical correctness, content variety, and topic relevance, neglecting the
important factor of emotion (Zhou et al., 2018). The information conveyed by humans during communi-
cation contains not only syntactic and semantic information but also emotional information. Emotion is
one of the essential cognitive behaviors in humans, and artificial intelligence has the objective of enabling
machines to mimic human intelligent behaviors. As an important research branch of AI, one of the long-
term goals of dialogue systems is to enable machines to perceive, comprehend and express emotions.
In addition, studies (Martinovski and Traum, 2003; Prendinger and Ishizuka, 2005; Prendinger et al.,
2005) have shown that introducing emotional information into conversation systems can improve user
engagement and satisfaction, make human-computer conversation more natural, and reduce the number
of conversation terminations.

As a new research hotspot for the NLP community, most existing approaches on empathetic con-
versation generation focus on identifying the emotion category of the input sequence and generating a
response based on the predicted emotion label. Song et al. (2019) introduce an external emotion lexicon
into the generation module to achieve explicit and implicit emotion expression. Li et al. (2020) create
a coarse-grained and fine-grained emotion representation for the input sequence by using an emotion
classifier to identify the input sequence’s emotion category and an external emotion lexicon to identify
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the emotion terms. Majumder et al. (2020) improve the empathetic expression in the generated response
by mimicking the input sequence’s emotion while taking into account their emotional polarity. Firdaus
et al. (2021) incorporate multiple emotions to varying degrees in the generation of responses to make the
model more anthropomorphic.

Existing works mainly focus on emotion-related issues, focusing less on content-relevance. How-
ever, a case study of the responses generated by the existing models shows that the existing models
do not guarantee the content-relevance of the generated responses very well. As shown in Table 1, in
case 1, EmpDG (Li et al., 2020) generates an emotionally irrational and irrelevant response, whereas
GPT2 (Radford et al., 2019) can express empathy for the user’s emotion, but the generated response
deviates from the conversation’s topic (from diet to age); in case 2, EmpDG and GPT2 both focus too
much on the user’s lonely emotion but fail to develop the conversation around the user’s specific situation,
resulting in the generation of a safe response, which is also irrelevant to the situation.

Input 1 My son really needs to cut down on the amount of sugary snacks he has!
Emotion Disappointed
EmpDG That is so disgusting! I bet he is a very disgusting situation.
GPT2 I know how you feel. I have a son who is 6 and a daughter who is 5.

Input 2 I feel so lonely sometimes because all my friends live in a different country .
Emotion Lonely
EmpDG I am sorry you had to go through that.
GPT2 Oh no! I hope you are ok!

Table 1: Examples of empathetic conversation.

We suggest there are two main reasons: Firstly, as Gao et al. (2021) pointed out, existing works deal
with emotions on a surface level and do not consider the underlying causes of the emotion, making it
difficult to comprehend user’s complicated emotions and badly affecting the subsequent links of emotion
prediction and empathetic conversation generation. Secondly, emotion category is a strong supervisory
signal, and overemphasizing its importance in the process of generating responses can easily lead to the
generation of safe responses for specific emotion categories. For examples in Table 1, if the model can
accurately capture the emotion cause in the input sequence (as highlighted in yellow) and incorporate
them into the process of generating responses, the model will have the ability to understand the user’s
emotion better and generate responses with more relevant content by developing topics around the facts
conveyed by the user during the generation process.

To this end, we propose an empathetic conversation generation model enhanced by emotion cause to
improve the content-relevance of generated responses. Specifically, our model involves two components,
an emotion cause extractor and an empathetic conversation generator. In order to accurately identify
emotion cause in the absence of large-scale labeled data, we present a semi-supervised training method
to optimize the emotion cause extractor. To integrate the extracted emotion cause into the empathetic
conversation generator and minimize the damage to the general language knowledge already learned by
the pre-trained language model, we introduce a biased self-attention mechanism to enhance the model’s
attention to the emotion cause when generating responses.

The contributions of our work are summarized as follows:

• To compensate for the scarcity of large-scale word-level emotion-cause labeled datasets, a semi-
supervised training method using labeled and unlabeled data for joint training is proposed.

• To integrate the extracted emotion cause into the generation process, a biased self-attention mecha-
nism that does not introduce new additional parameters is proposed.

• Experimental results indicate that our proposed model performs superior to the baselines and im-
proves the content-relevance of the generated responses.
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2 Related Work

Empathetic conversation generation has made great progress in recent years. Several works (Song et
al., 2019; Shen and Feng, 2020; Welivita and Pu, 2020; Zheng et al., 2021; Sabour et al., 2022; Shen
et al., 2021) attempt to make dialogue models more empathetic and have achieved promising results.
Song et al. (2019) introduce an external emotion lexicon into the generation module to achieve explicit
and implicit emotion expression. Shen et al. (2020) present a novel framework that extends the emo-
tional conversation generation through a dual task and alternatively generates the responses and queries.
Welivita et al. (2020) combine dialogue intent modeling and neural response generation to obtain more
controllable and empathetic responses. Zheng et al. (2021) propose a multi-factor hierarchical framework
to model communication mechanism, dialog act and emotion in a hierarchical way. Sabour et al. (2022)
introduce external commonsense information to absorb additional information about the situation and
help the model better understand the user’s emotion.

Emotion cause extraction is intended to discover the stimulus reasons behind the user’s emotion (Lee
et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2010). Although there has been a lot of excellent works in this research di-
rection (Xia and Ding, 2019; Bao et al., 2022; Turcan et al., 2021), most of the existing datasets are
at the sentence/sub-sentence level (Kim et al., 2021). There is still a lack of a large-scale word-level
emotion-cause labeled dataset up till now.

Most existing approaches on empathetic conversation generation only consider superficial emotional
information in the dialogue context but ignore deeper emotional causes. Recently, some researches (Gao
et al., 2021; Kim et al., 2021) have attempt to investigate emotion cause in empathetic conversation
generation, resulting in more relevant and empathetic responses. Since there is no large-scale word-level
emotion-cause labeled dataset, Gao et al. (2021) train an emotion cause extractor using a sentence-level
labeled dataset and then automatically construct a word-level labeled dataset. Kim et al. (2021) use a
Bayesian conditional probability formula based on the emotion category of the dialogue context to train
an emotion cause extractor in a weakly supervised way. In order to incorporate emotion cause into the
process of generating responses, Gao et al. (2021) introduce a soft gating mechanism and a hard gating
mechanism to make model boost the attention on emotion cause; while Kim et al. (2021) introduce
the RSA framework, which is essentially a Bayesian conditional probability-based response rewriting
module based on the original decoder.

3 Task Formulation

Emotion cause extraction. Given an input sequence Xe = (x1, x2, ..., xk), the goal is to predict the
emotion cause probability C = (c1, c2, ..., ck) that indicates whether the token is an emotion cause.
Specifically, we add special tokens [CLS] and [SEP] at the beginning and end of the sequence, respec-
tively (as shown in Figure 1).

Empathetic conversation generation. Given an input sequence Xg = (x1, x2, ..., xn), the goal is to
generate a response Y = (y1, y2, ..., ym) that is empathetic and relevant to the conversation. Specifically,
follow the previous works (Lin et al., 2019; Shin et al., 2020; Gao et al., 2021), we concatenate all
utterances in the dialogue context together as input and separate utterances by [SEP] tokens (as shown in
Figure 1).

4 Approach

Our proposed emotion-cause-enhanced empathetic conversation generation model consists of two main
modules: Emotion Cause Extractor and Empathetic Conversation Generator. The overview is shown in
Figure 1. Since there is no large-scale word-level emotion cause dataset available, we present a semi-
supervised training method to obtain the emotion cause extractor using small-scale labeled data jointly
trained with large-scale unlabeled data. To involve the emotion cause in the generation process, we
introduce multiplicative signals to implement the biased self-attention mechanism. The multiplicative
signal enhances the model’s attention to the emotion cause in the generation process and improves the
content-relevance of the generated responses.
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Figure 1: The overview of our proposed ECE and ECG.

4.1 Emotion Cause Extractor

The RoBERTa model (Liu et al., 2019) created by stacking the Transformer encoder (Vaswani et al.,
2017) can better model contextual information in both directions. We construct the Emotion Cause
Extractor (ECE for short) based on the RoBERTa to identify the emotion categories of the input sequence
and its emotion causes. Thus the tasks of the ECE can be divided into emotion recognition and emotion
cause detection.

4.1.1 Emotion Recognition
Emotion recognition is a classification problem aiming to predict the emotion category of the input
sequence. Given a input sequence Xe, the forward propagation process of the model can be defined as:

HE
h = RoBERTa(Xe) (1)

P = softmax
(
WeH

E
h,1 + be

)
(2)

where HE
h denotes the output of the last hidden layer, and HE

h,1 denotes the output of the first token (i.e.,
[CLS]) in the last hidden layer. We and be denote the parameters of the feed-forward neural network.

After obtaining the probability distribution P of emotion category, the emotion category of the Xe can
be defined as E = argmax(P).

We employ the following loss function to optimize the parameters:

Lemo (P ) = −
∑

i∈labels
t (i) log pi (3)

where labels ∈ {1, 2, ..., s} denotes emotion categories, and t (i) denotes the ground truth distribution
corresponding to the input sequence.

It is noted that the input representation of the RoBERTa contains both word embedding and positional
embedding:

HE
0 = XeW

W
e +XP

e WP
e (4)

where WW
e denotes the word embedding matrix, XP

e denotes the absolute position of tokens in Xe, and
WP

e denotes the positional embedding matrix.

4.1.2 Emotion Cause Detection
Emotion cause detection is a sequence labeling problem that aims to predict whether each token in the
input sequence is the emotion cause, i.e., a word-level {0, 1} labeling problem. Since no large-scale
word-level emotion cause dataset is available, this section proposes a semi-supervised training method
using small-scale labeled data jointly with large-scale unlabeled data.
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For the labeled data, given an input sequence Xe, the context-aware word representation is obtained
by encoding using the RoBERTa. Then, a layer of the feed-forward neural network is used for {0, 1}
sequence labeling:

HE
h = RoBERTa(Xe) (5)

Ĉ = softmax
(
WcH

E
h + bc

)
(6)

where Ĉ represents the emotion cause probability of each token, Wc and bc denote the parameters of the
feed-forward neural network.

The loss function applied for parameter learning is as follows:

Lcau

(
Ĉ
)
= −

k∑
i=1

log P
(
Ĉi

)
(7)

where k indicates the length of the input sequence, and P(·) denotes obtaining the probability corre-
sponding to the ground truth label of each token.

For the unlabeled data, we observe that the model needs to pay attention to the emotion cause when
predicting the emotion category of the input sequence. Thus the attention weight distribution of the
model in predicting emotion categories can be used to predict whether each token is an emotion cause
or not. Given an input sequence Xe, emotion recognition is performed using the RoBERTa to obtain
the attention weight distribution AttCLS of the first [CLS] token in the last hidden layer. Then, simple
filtering based on the rules (including removing punctuation, special words, stop words, etc.) is applied,
and the tokens with top-k weights are selected as the emotion cause of the input sequence. In this way,
emotion cause labels can be automatically constructed for unlabeled data, and the rest of the processing
is similar to labeled data.

However, the above method of automatic emotion cause labeling requires converting each token from
vector to text at the realization and then performing rule-based filtering. This leads to the fact that the
computational graph of automatic emotion cause labeling module is not fully linked with that of emo-
tion cause detection module, i.e., the loss function Lcau of emotion cause detection is not derivable for
AttCLS , and cannot be directly involved in the optimization of AttCLS . Thus we propose an additional
auxiliary loss function to link the computational graph and introduce the regularization constraint by
computing the vector inner product of AttCLS and Ĉ1:

Laux

(
AttCLS , Ĉ

)
= AttCLS · Ĉ1 (8)

where Ĉ1 = Ĉ [1, :] denotes the probability that each token is the emotion cause.
In summary, we employ the following loss function to optimize the emotion cause extractor:

LECE = λ1Lemo + λ2Lcau + λ3Laux (9)

where λi indicates the weight of each loss function (we set λ1 = 1/3, λ2 = λ3 = 1).

4.2 Empathetic Conversation Generator
4.2.1 Conversation Generation
Given a input sequence Xg and the corresponding probability of emotion cause C, the goal of the Em-
pathetic Conversation Generator (ECG for short) is to maximize the probability P (Y |Xg, C). The em-
pathetic conversation generator proposed in this section is implemented based on the GPT2 (Radford et
al., 2019). Forward propagation process of the GPT2 in conversation generation task can be defined as:

HG
h = GPT2(Xg) (10)

Ŷ = softmax
(
WgH

G
h + bg

)
(11)
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where Wg and bg denote the parameters of the feed-forward neural network.
The loss function is as follows:

LECG
(
Ŷ
)
= −

m∑
i=1

log P
(
Ŷi

)
(12)

where m denotes the length of the sequence, and P(·) denotes obtaining the probability corresponding
to the ground truth.

It is noted that the input representation of the GPT2 contains three parts: word embedding, positional
embedding and role embedding:

HG
0 = XgW

W
g +XP

g WP
g +XR

g W
R
g (13)

where XR
g denotes the role identifier of each token in the input sequence Xg (used to distinguish different

speakers), and WR
g denotes the role embedding matrix.

4.2.2 Biased Self-Attention Mechanism
In order to integrate the emotion cause into the generation progress of the GPT2, it is typical to introduce a
new attention mechanism layer. However, considering that the GPT2 has large-scale, trained parameters,
if a new attention mechanism layer is introduced in the fine-tuning phase, it may greatly impact the
original parameters and destroy the general knowledge already learned by the GPT2. Therefore we chose
to introduce multiplicative signals based on emotion cause on top of the original self-attention mechanism
of the GPT2 to enhance the model’s attention to emotion cause during generation. Meanwhile, the above
possible problems are avoided since no additional parameters are introduced.

Moreover, considering that deep neural networks are biased toward modelling syntactic information
at the bottom level and semantic information at the top level, the first few layers of the GPT2 network
do not require special attention for the emotion cause. We use the layer number information to scale the
above multiplicative signals. As the number of layers increases, the multiplicative signals based on the
emotion cause gradually strengthen.

The original self-attention mechanism of the GPT2 is defined as:

MaskedAttention(Q ,K ,V ) = softmax

(
QKT

√
dk

⊙M − λ (I −M )

)
V (14)

where ⊙ denotes the multiplication of the corresponding elements of the matrix, λ denotes an infinite
scalar (generally taken as λ = 10000). M denotes the lower triangular matrix with all non-zero elements
being 1, I denotes the matrix where all elements are 1.

Our proposed biased self-attention mechanism based on the emotion cause can be defined as:

MaskedScore(Q ,K ) = softmax

(
QKT

√
dk

⊙M − λ (I −M )

)
(15)

BiasedScore(Q ,K ) = Normalize

(
MaskedScore(Q ,K )⊙

(
I +

hi
h
C

))
(16)

Normalize(X ) =
xi,j∑
i xi,j

(17)

BiasedAttention(Q ,K ,V ) = BiasedScore(Q ,K )V (18)

where C represents the probability of each token being an emotion cause, hi ∈ {1, 2, ..., h} denotes the
serial number of the self-attention layer, Normalize(·) denotes the function for normalization by row.

4.3 Training Strategy
Our proposed model is trained using a two-stage training strategy.

In the first stage, the ECE is trained using a semi-supervised training method, as shown in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1: The training process of ECE
Input: ECE, EmoCause-1 dataset and EmpDialog dataset

1 Loading the RoBERTa and randomly initializing other parameters;
2 for training iteration do
3 for data ∈ EmoCause-1 do
4 Train ECE in a supervised method;
5 end
6 for data ∈ EmpDialog do
7 Construct emotion cause labels automatically;
8 Train ECE in a supervised method based on the emotion cause labels;
9 end

10 end
Output: ECE

In the second stage, the ECG is trained based on the emotion cause extracted by the ECE, and the
parameters of the ECE are frozen in this stage. The training process is shown in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: The training process of ECG
Input: ECG, ECE and EmpDialog dataset

1 Loading the ECE;
2 Loading the GPT2 and randomly initializing other parameters;
3 for training iteration do
4 for data ∈ EmpDialog do
5 Extract the emotion cause of the input sequence using ECE;
6 Integrate the extracted emotion cause into ECG using biased self-attention mechanism;
7 Update the parameters of the ECG;
8 end
9 end

Output: ECG

5 Experiments

5.1 Datasets

We use the following two datasets to conduct experiments.

Label Hopeful

Situation I have been making goals each week for earning money. I’m hoping to save enough
to start renovations on my house.

Conversation

Speaker:
I have big renovation plans for my house. I’ve made a money plan and
have kept to it so far.

Listener:
Well at least you have a plan. Are you planning to start the renovation
soon?

Speaker: Yes, hopefully it will all go as planned. So far so good.
Listener: Awesome. I’m sure it’s going to turn out great.

Table 2: An example of the EmpDialog dataset.

EmpatheticDialogues (EmpDialog for short) is a dataset for empathetic conversation generation cre-
ated by Rashkin et al. (2019). The dataset, which contains 19,533 conversations in the training set, 2770
conversations in the validation set and 2547 conversations in the test set, is collected and created by the
Amazon Mechanical Turk platform. EmpDialog defines 32 emotion categories, and each conversation
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is created based on an emotional category and a situation description. An example of the EmpDialog
dataset is shown in Table 2.

Label Hopeful

Situation I have been making goals each week for earning money. I’m hoping to save enough to
start renovations on my house.

Cause goals, earning, money

Table 3: An example of the EmoCause dataset.

EmoCause is a word-level emotion cause dataset created by Kim et al. (2021) based on the validation
and test sets of EmpDialog. The dataset is also collected and created by the Amazon Mechanical Turk
platform. The workers are asked to vote for each token in a given situation to determine whether it is the
emotion cause. EmoCause have 2770 validation data and 2547 test data. An example of the EmoCause
dataset is shown in Table 3.

As described in subsection 4.3 our proposed model is trained in two stages and the experimental data
used in different stages are different.

Experimental Data for ECE: The experimental data used by ECE are obtained from EmpDialog and
EmoCause. First, the validation set of EmoCause is randomly divided into two equal parts (denoted
as EmoCause-1 and EmoCause-2). Then, the training set (unlabeled) of EmpDialog is combined with
EmoCause-1 (labeled) to form the training set used in the experiments, EmoCause-2 is used as the
validation set for experiments, and the test set of EmoCause is used as the test set for experiments.

Experimental Data for ECG: The experimental data used in ECG are derived from EmpDialog, and
the division of the training set, validation set and test set is the same as the original dataset.

5.2 Comparison Methods
For ECE, we chose the following three models as baselines: (1) EmpDG (Li et al., 2020): a Transformer-
based model that creates the coarse and fine-grained emotion representation by emotion classification and
external emotion lexicon. In addition, it uses two discriminators to interact with user feedback. Here, we
select the coarse-grained tokens as the emotion cause. (2) RoBERTa Att: a RoBERTa-based (Liu et al.,
2019) model that is trained on the emotion recognition task, we obtain emotion cause by the attention
weight distribution of the first special token [CLS]. (3) GEE (Kim et al., 2021): a BART-based (Lewis
et al., 2020) model that uses a Bayesian conditional probability formula based on the emotion category
labels of context to predict emotion cause.

For ECG, we chose the following three models as baselines: (1) EmpDG (Li et al., 2020): the same as
mentioned above. (2) RecEC (Gao et al., 2021): a Transformer-based model that incorporates emotion
cause into response generation with gating mechanisms. It constructs emotion cause labels using a pre-
trained sentence-level emotion cause extractor. (3) GPT2 (Radford et al., 2019): a GPT2-based model
that is fine-tuned on the conversation generation task.

5.3 Evaluation Metrics
For ECE, we conducted the automatic evaluation to evaluate with the following metrics: emotion classi-
fication accuracy (Accuracy for short) and emotion cause recall rate (Recall for short).

For ECG, we used automatic evaluation and manual evaluation to verify the effectiveness. The metrics
used for the automatic evaluation included Perplexity, Distinct-1, Distinct-2, and emotion classification
accuracy (Accuracy for short), well-known metrics commonly used to evaluate conversation generation.
Additionally, we introduced BERTscore (Zhang et al., 2020) to measure the cosine similarity between
the generated response and the gold response. BERTscore contains three more specific metrics, namely
recall rate (RBERT), precision rate (PBERT) and F1 score (FBERT).

The manual evaluation included both quantitative and qualitative components. The quantitative com-
ponent required scorers to score on three dimensions of Empathy, Relevance, and Fluency, with each
dimension being scored in an increasing value domain from 1 to 5. The qualitative component required
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scorers to rank the response generated by different models in order of preference. The manual evaluation
randomly selected 100 test data and disrupted the responses generated by different models. Afterwards,
these responses are distributed to 3 scorers for scoring, and the final results are averaged. The above
approach fully ensures the fairness of the manual evaluation.

5.4 Parameter Settings
ECE is constructed based on RoBERTa-base, and ECG is constructed based on GPT2-base. Table 4 is
drawn to show the parameter settings in detail.

ECE ECG
Initial learning rate 0.00002 0.00002
Gradient reduce strategy ReduceLROnPlateau ReduceLROnPlateau
Gradient clip threshold 1 1
Gradient accumulation threshold 1 2
Batch size 64 8
Early stopping strategy Top-5 Recall Perplexity
Early stopping threshold 5 5

Table 4: Parameter setting of ECE and ECG.

5.5 Experimental Results and Analysis

Model Accuracy Top-1 Recall Top-3 Recall Top-5 Recall
EmpDG 0.31 0.134 0.362 0.493
Roberta Att 0.58 0.148 0.399 0.596
GEE 0.40 0.173 0.481 0.684
ECE (Ours) 0.58 0.227 0.565 0.727

Table 5: Results on comparative experiments of the different Emotion Cause Extractors.

Table 5 shows the experimental results of different emotion cause extractors. Our ECE performs opti-
mally in all metrics compared to the comparison methods. Compared with the Roberta Att, ECE main-
tains its original strong competitiveness in emotion classification accuracy while achieving remarkable
improvement in emotion cause recall rate. These achievements demonstrate that our proposed semi-
supervised training method can effectively narrow the gap between emotion recognition and emotion
cause detection and significantly improve the emotion cause detection ability of the model.

Training Dataset Accuracy Top-1 Recall Top-3 Recall Top-5 Recall Training Method
train 0.56 0.147 0.410 0.607 unsupervised
valid 0.56 0.246 0.514 0.556 supervised
merge (ours) 0.58 0.227 0.565 0.727 semi-supervised
merge w/o Laux 0.58 0.208 0.523 0.709 semi-supervised

Table 6: Results on ablation study of the ECE.

We design the ablation study to further analyze the effectiveness of our proposed semi-supervised
training method. In Table 6, the “train” (or “valid”) in Training Dataset represents that ECE uses only
the training (or validation) set of EmoCause for unsupervised (or supervised) training. Similarly, “merge”
represents that ECE uses the training set of EmpDialog with EmoCause-1 for semi-supervised training.
Note that in the “valid” set of experiment, the test set of EmoCause is used as the validation set, which
is actually not a regular practice and is only required here to meet the need of the ablation experiments
because we do not have more labeled data.
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The experimental results in Tabel 6 show that the supervised training method is outstanding on Top-1
Recall and Top-3 Recall compared with the unsupervised training method. Still, the supervised training
method is significantly weaker than the unsupervised training method on Top-5 Recall. This phenomenon
declares that the supervised training method is superior to the unsupervised training method in perfor-
mance, but it can easily cause overfitting and lead to instability. In contrast, the semi-supervised training
method has the advantage of combining the two. On the one hand, supervised training can be used to
provide a clear, task-appropriate optimization goal for emotion cause detection. On the other hand, the
labeled data can guide the processing of automatic emotion cause labeling and the unlabeled data can
avoid overfitting that may result from using only labeled data. In addition, an ablation study on Laux

under the semi-supervised training method also validates the effectiveness of our proposed auxiliary loss
function.

Model Perplexity Distinct-1 Distinct-2 PBERT RBERT FBERT Accuracy
EmpDG 34.311 0.018 0.069 0.252 0.213 0.232 0.314
RecEC 177.825 0.019 0.090 0.225 0.177 0.201 0.412
GPT2 14.132 0.027 0.112 0.304 0.238 0.271 /
ECG (Ours) 14.063 0.025 0.109 0.307 0.240 0.273 0.598

Table 7: Results on Automatic Evaluation of the ECG. It should be noted that the particularly large
Perplexity of RecEC is because the model is trained with FBERT as the optimization target for the early
stop strategy.

Table 7 demonstrates the automatic evaluation results of different empathetic conversation generation
models. Our ECG achieves remarkable improvements in all metrics compared with EmpDG and RecEC,
which are Transformer-based models. ECG also makes a small improvement in all metrics except Dis-
tinct compared with the pre-trained language model GPT2. The above phenomenon suggests that our
ECG can improve the quality of the generated responses by introducing attention to emotion cause on
the basis of pre-trained language models. Regarding the poor performance of ECG on Distinct, it may
be due to the limitations caused by the emotion cause in the generation process.

Model Empathy Relevance Fluency
EmpDG 2.927 2.763 4.497
RecEC 2.893 2.790 4.677
GPT2 3.213 3.257 4.753
ECG (Ours) 3.383 3.553 4.763

Table 8: Results on Manual Evaluation of the ECG.

Pref. (%) EmpDG RecEC GPT2 ECG (Ours)
EmpDG / 47.1 26.7 29.9
RecEC 52.9 / 38.2 31.0
GPT2 73.3 61.8 / 42.5
ECG (Ours) 70.1 69.0 57.5 /

Table 9: Preference test (%) between any two method.

Table 8 shows the manual evaluation results of different empathetic conversation generation mod-
els. The improvement in Empathy and Relevance of the responses generated by ECG is remarkable,
which indicates that introducing attention to the emotion cause in the generation process can promote the
model’s understanding of user emotion and generate more content-relevant emotional responses. Table 9
presents the preferences of scorers for different models. The scorers’ preference for our ECG is greater
than the other models, which verifies the validity of the ECG.
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5.6 Case Study

Input
I recently went to eat a restaurant that was not very clean . The whole place
had an odd odor and made me uncomfortable.

Emotion Disgusted
EmpDG I would have cried right now.
RecEC Oh no! I hate when people do that.
GPT2 Oh no! Did you clean it up?
ECG (Ours) That’s not good . Did you complain to the manager ?

Input My son was just born, My first boy after 6 girls !
Emotion Joyful
EmpDG Wow, That is amazing. How old is your son?
RecEC Oh that’s great. Is he a big boy?
GPT2 Wow! That’s amazing! I bet you are proud of him!
ECG (Ours) Congratulations ! That is a very exciting time for you and your family .

Table 10: Two cases of responses generated by different models.

To further illustrate that focusing on the emotion cause helps improve the content-relevance of the
generated responses, we show two cases in Table 10. In the first case, ECE identifies the emotion cause
in user input (as highlighted in yellow) and understands the stimulus behind the user’s disgusted emo-
tion is the poor environment of the restaurant, which prompts ECG to generate an empathetic response
expressing sympathy and concerning for subsequent development (as highlighted in pink). In the second
case, ECE recognizes the emotion cause in user input (as highlighted in yellow) and understands the
stimulus behind the user’s joyful emotion is the long-awaited birth of a son, prompting ECG to generate
an empathetic response that congratulates to the user and fits the user’s family situation (as highlighted
in pink).

Comparing the responses generated by different models in the above two cases, it can be seen that our
proposed model can accurately capture the emotion cause in user input and effectively incorporate it into
the generation process, showing stronger content-relevance compared to other baselines, which further
illustrates the important role of the emotion cause in the content-relevance of generated responses.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we present an empathetic conversation generation model enhanced by the emotion cause to
make the generated responses more content-relevant. Our proposed model comprises an emotion cause
extractor and an empathetic conversation generator. To compensate for the scarcity of large-scale word-
level emotion-cause labeled datasets, we suggest a semi-supervised training method that simultaneously
uses labeled and unlabeled data for training. To integrate the extracted emotion cause into the generation
process, we propose a biased self-attention mechanism that does not introduce new additional parame-
ters. Experimental results indicate that our proposed model performs superior to the baselines and the
generated responses of our model are more empathetic and content-relevant.
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